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In the decades that the performance of popular singing have rised in China , great 
changes have taken place in the singing style and singing technique of pop songs.It is 
from the initial imitation of Hong Kong and Taiwan pop star's rendition, to after the 
mid-eighties to the tone of Chinese folk and Western pop writing style of combining 
"Folk Song Style", to after the nineties "European and American style". the Western 
rock disco style and form to join the national tone, musical instruments, subject matter 
content of Chinese rock and roll and the "Northwest style", It is the style of rough, 
uninhibited, bold powerful, modern, novelty. And then to “popular singing with the 
bel canto and popular singing with Chinese folk singing”. 
They have the nature of their skills more difficult, artistic higher, more intense 
emotional.The performance of popular singing more and more learns from singing 
skills to solve some specific problems from bel canto and the Chinese folk singing 
such as: breath, phonation, resonance, articulation, etc., These reference make the 
popular singing in performance have a more scientifically sound method of. In the 
range, tamber and tone. in the performance of popular singing has a significant 
expansion. The reference make performance of popular singing take on China's own 
characteristics in singing style And these enrich its the artistic expression and make it 
keep up maintaining popularity, daily life, universality, the same time toward a more 
scientific, more art, more elegant direction 
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